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Abstract

Preparing future-ready graduates who fit readily into labour markets represents a significant issue for higher education institutions (HEIs) worldwide. Industrial stakeholders and HEIs claim that forming students ready for employment implies providing them with the necessary qualifications and personal skills essential for future work. This viewpoint has been challenged by recent research on employability conducted by Kahn and Lundgren-Resenterra. They argue that such interpretations label higher education merely as a personal commodity acquired and consumed for an individual economic reward, thus undermining possibilities to frame employability as developing collective interests. This paper reflects on reinforcing the collective dimension of learning strategies, thereby avoiding reduction of the value of learning to purely labour market needs. It aims to answer the following key research question: How can HEIs provide learning strategies designed to develop graduates’ collective interests towards work through collective reflexivity and corporate agency, whose emancipatory use-value is transferable to workplace collectives? The paper draws on critical realism, and more specifically on Archer's work, to understand how collective reflexivity generates the emancipation of group members. Meanwhile, expansive learning is viewed as an alternative way of learning and knowledge construction as it relies on sharing concerns and interests with peers, thereby triggering change. Expansive learning cycles will be implemented in a Bachelor’s-level HR Management course of a Swiss School of Business Administration to evaluate by term’s end how students perceive expansion learning as a means of developing their reflexivity and corporate agency, thereby questioning existing current assumptions about employability based on the skillset discourse. Such measures should help HEIs reach beyond the skills agenda discourse dictated by labour markets and provide graduates with learning opportunities that emancipate them to be agents who develop their own narratives for their future work paths, thereby ennobling the role of HEIs.

1 Introduction

In recent years the notion of preparing students to become future-ready graduates who fit readily into the labour market has come to the fore in education policy debates across the world (Barnett, 2016; European Commission, 2016; Minocha, Hristov, & Leahy-Harland, 2018; Small, Shacklock, & Marchant, 2017). How we understand and conceptualise employability, however, has a significant impact on the teaching and learning process, and on what comes to be regarded as indispensable learning outcomes (Holmes, 2013). Tomlinson (2010, 2017) contends that the dominant view in policy debates concerning employability entails providing students with the skills and attributes required by the labour market. McQuaid and Colin (2005) argued that employability, informed as it is by labour market demands, has become shorthand
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for “individual’s employability skills and attributes” discourse (p. 197), focusing thereby on market economy principles based on demand and supply (Kalfa & Taksa, 2015). Tomlinson (2017), meanwhile, contends that employability perceives education as a means to economic prosperity through the human capital theory. The European Commission Report (2016) regarding employability stated clearly that the development of graduates’ skills and attributes is a way to increase the economic growth of European Union nations by developing students’ human capital.

The human capital discourse, meanwhile, emphasises a supposed connection between higher education and individual employment opportunities as it banks on the assumption that investing in education increases graduates’ future perspectives of employment for personal economic growth (Kalfa & Taksa, 2015). Such a viewpoint results in conceptualising employability as a personal endeavour to gain the appropriate knowledge and skill set that one can bring into any kind of work setting for financial success (Boden & Nedeva, 2010; Kalfa & Taksa, 2015; Minotcha et al., 2018). Conceptualising learning in terms of global skills shapes the learning process, however, mainly in relation to market demands rather than according to students’ needs, thereby undermining students’ agency for emancipation as members of the future workforce who have a say in shaping their own future work life narrative.

2 Challenging the current employability concept

Kalfa and Taksa (2015) argue that the human capital discourse around employability has its limitations as it correlates specific skills and knowledge possession with employment outcomes, thereby establishing a direct connection between the two. Kahn and Lundgren-Resenterra (forthcoming), meanwhile, argue that such interpretations label higher education merely as a personal commodity acquired and consumed for individual economic reward, thus undermining possibilities to frame employability to develop collective interests towards work. Higher education is, therefore, considered as a personal learning process leaving little or no space for a collective dimension to knowledge acquisition transferable to work situations (McQuaid & Lindsay, 2005). Meanwhile, Ashforth, Harrison and Corley (2008) contend that it is the collective aspect to work that provides it with sense-making through shared values, beliefs, concerns, and interests supporting cooperation and decision-making that connect individuals to their organisation. Little research, however, exists that explores the role collectives play in higher education learning, except studies focusing on specific collectives such as learning communities, communities of practice or those linked to minorities (Kahn & Lundgren-Resenterra, forthcoming).

3 Employability as a collective process

Kahn and Lundgren-Resenterra (forthcoming) contend that considering a collective perspective on employability helps students prepare to make contributions to work collectives that reach beyond individual financial benefit, thereby acknowledging the human flourishing of all members of a work community. They argue that by integrating collective aspects into the learning process, they increase students’ corporate agency through collective reflexivity essential for human emancipation. Their definition of graduate employability encompasses the capacity of graduates to act as corporate agents within a work setting, thus enhancing work collectives. The development of this capacity to contribute to work collectives is directly linked to how graduates can trigger corporate agency. Here corporate agency refers to groups of people who share the same concerns, beliefs, and values and who shape their own narratives as future workforce members when transitioning from higher education into work settings. How higher education can trigger such corporate agency through a collective approach towards learning is the purpose of this paper, which addresses the following research question: How can HEIs provide learning strategies designed for developing graduates’ mutual interests towards work, thereby enhancing collective reflexivity and corporate agency whose emancipatory use-value is transferable to workplace situations?
4 Research approach

The study draws on critical realism (Bhaskar, 2008), and more specifically on Archer’s work, to understand how a collective approach towards learning triggers collective reflexivity generating the emancipation of group members. Archer (2013) defines collective reflexivity as the mental deliberations used by people individually but who engage with others in joint actions to tackle problems as corporate agents, thereby attaining change. Meanwhile, corporate agency denotes what emerges from the activities of organised interest groups which address shared concerns critically (Archer, 2003) but in a way relevant for future work (Pellegrino & Hilton, 2012). However, the question remains how such collective reflexivity which triggers corporate agency can be obtained in higher education settings, whose emancipatory use-value can then be transferred to work situations.

Expansive learning is helpful to understand the emergence of corporate agency, as it relies on collectives rather than individual approaches to learning and knowledge construction. It is viewed as an alternative way of learning and knowledge construction as it counts on sharing concerns and interests with peers, thereby triggering reflexivity for the formation of agency offering an emancipatory use-value to the objects of human activity (Engeström, 2015). Here expansion refers to cycles of action within a learning process that starts by questioning accepted concepts or practice through collective reflexivity, then continues by analysing their conclusions to find plausible causes or explanatory mechanisms. Such explanations are then examined, modelled and later implemented into a work process to finally be consolidated into a stable form of practice (Engeström & Sannino, 2010, Engeström, 2015). The expansive learning process thus generates knowledge that is transferable to other contexts outside higher education settings, such as work situations.

5 Research implementation

Expansive learning cycles will be implemented in a Bachelor’s-level HR Management course of a Swiss School of Business Administration to evaluate by term’s end how students develop their reflexivity and corporate agency with emancipatory use-value for employability. Data will be collected through a survey and individual semi-directed interviews. It will then be analysed to explore and understand how students perceive the collective learning approach as a way to advance collective reflexivity for the emancipation of collectives, thereby transforming employability into a corporate concept.

6 Conclusions

Such insights should help HEIs implement teaching and learning strategies reaching beyond the individual skill set discourse dictated by labour markets (Cashian, 2017). Expansive learning strategies would enhance students’ collective reflexivity and corporate agency, liberating them from labour market imposition of what learning outcomes should be targeted by HEIs for employment purposes. The learning process would thus acquire an emancipatory use-value relevant for graduates’ future work life. This approach helps to question current assumptions about employability associated with individual attributes and skills as the ultimate exchange value for employment purposes. Graduates would transform themselves into future-ready agents who have a say in developing future personla work paths designed for the flourishing of whole collectives, thereby ennobling the role of HEIs.
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